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This training module was developed by CartONG.

Created in 2006, CartONG is a French H2H/Support NGO
specialised in Information Management. Our goal is to
put data at the service of humanitarian, development and
social action projects.

We are dedicated to improving the quality and
accountability of field activities, in particular through
better needs assessments and monitoring and evaluation.

We act as a multidisciplinary resource and expertise
centre, accompanying our partners’ strategies and
operations.

Our staff and volunteers also support the community as a
whole by producing documentation, building capacities
and raising awareness on the the technical, strategic and
ethical challenges of digital technologies.
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Key concepts



Mapping and GIS
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Mapping focuses on representing spatial phenomena statically
(paper formats) or dynamically (web formats). It is a major
component of GIS.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) refer to a set of systems
related to the processing of geographic information (spatial data).
GIS have their own unique software capable of storing,
processing, representing and analysing geographical data.



GIS
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Elevation 
contour

Roads

Boundaries

Adm units

Specific areas

Villages

offices

Rivers

DTM

projects

Geographic: the data is spatial

Information : produces information 

System: interrelationship between tables 

and geometry, facilitates data management, 
and systematisation in processing.



The data (spatial and 
attribute data)

The Staff (data collectors, map producers, 
map users, etc.)

The Hardware (computers, 
GPS, printers...)

The Methods (data management, 
analysis, etc.)

The Software (Arcmap, 
GQIS, ArcGis Pro)

Mapping and GIS
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Mapping and GIS
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Geographic information
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Information / data with reference to a geographical space and
localised or at least trackable:

• Via coordinates

• Via literal data (country name, address, location name,
etc.)

= real-world mapping
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Data



Layers

Each map is a compilation 
of layers stacked on top 

of each other

GIS data is always structured in the form of layers. Each data item is composed of its own 
elements, which form a layer. It is the superposition of these layers that makes it 
possible to obtain a map.

Layer in vector
format and line 
type

Layer in vector
format and 
point type

Layer in vector
format and 
polygon type

Layer in raster 
format



Raster and Vector data
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Vector: “shape”
The information is stored using x, y 
coordinates.
Represents discrete data.

Raster: “photo”
Information is stored in the form of 
pixels..
Rasters represent continuous data.

There are two main data families in GIS: Raster data and Vector (or vectorial) data.



Geometries
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Vector data can only be stored under 3 different geometries:

• Point

• Line

• Polygon

A layer contains only one type of geometry.



Data formats
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Data sources
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Data from

… the field

(collected data)

... sharing 
platforms 

… crowdsourcing

… imaging



A few data sources
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Name Description Thematic Web link

Global Forest Watch Global forest monitoring portal Land use globalforestwatch.org

Healthsites Location of health structures Health healthsites.io

OpenAerialMap Drone imaging platform Imaging map.openaerialmap.org

OpenAfrica Repository of open data in Africa General africaopendata.org

Reliefweb Platform for sharing maps and humanitarian

information

Humanitarian reliefweb.int

MapAction Emergency mapping resources Humanitarian maps.mapaction.org

DivaGIS Geographic data download General diva-gis.org

One Geology Geological data portal Geology portal.onegeology.org

Fieldmaps.io Data and maps download site Humanitarian fieldmaps.io

Open Topography Topographic data portal Topography opentopography.org

https://www.globalforestwatch.org/
https://healthsites.io/
https://map.openaerialmap.org/
https://africaopendata.org/dataset
https://reliefweb.int/
https://maps.mapaction.org/
http://www.diva-gis.org/gdata
http://portal.onegeology.org/OnegeologyGlobal/
https://fieldmaps.io/
https://opentopography.org/


Gaining perspective on data
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Reliability: Can I trust this data?

Interest: Do I need this data?

Usage: Am I able to use this data?

Comprehensiveness: Is this data complete?

Date: How old is this data?

Sensitivity: Is this data sensitive?

Vis-à-vis the considerable amount of data available online, it is always
important to take a step back and gain perspective when facing this
knowledge, these capacities, as well as the data itself before rushing in to
manipulate it.
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Graphic semiology



Topographic maps

Maps that are intended to be exhaustive,
including elements fundamental to
localisation (localities, road network,
terrain, hydrography, …)

 Representation of these elements
according to conventional signs

The two main types of maps
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Thematic maps

Maps that addresses distribution of
phenomena, including sometimes
statistically processed information.

 Representation according to the rules
of graphic semiology



Graphic semiology
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Definition: A set of rules allowing the use of a graphic signs system for
transmitting of information.

Our brain is capable of interpreting graphic relationships between entities in just
seconds. Semiology attempts to theorise these interpretations to make the map
more effective and relevant.

InformationGraphic signs

Quantity

Order

Surface

Type

Relation

Name



Visual variables
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Visual variables are the graphical means for visually
transcribing information.

But visual perception varies from one person to the next according to

various capabilities:

• Physiological

• Transcultural (green = nature, blue = water, …)

The graph uses properties of

the visual image to reveal

difference, order, and proportionality relationships

between data items.

Difference

Order

Proportionality



Visual variables
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There are 7 visual variables
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Analyses in GIS



Using GIS
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GIS do not merely allow for the production of finished
products such as maps, they also help to:

• Identify spatial patterns – spatialisation of phenomena

• Monitor evolutions – temporal cross-analyses

• Make forecasts – anticipate based on forecast models

• Set priorities – support decision making

• Understand trends – spatial recurrences



Two main types of data analysis
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Thematic analyses
Thematic analyses focus on visual variation according to a given
attribute of our data (one of its characteristics).

For instance: variations in size depending on population numbers in a
refugee camp area..

Spatial analyses
Spatial analyses are performed on spatialized phenomena as such as:
presence/absence of the phenomenon, its relationship with other
phenomena or entities, its distribution in space.

For example: crossing two satellite images to extract flooded areas
between two dates. Or crossing latrine and water catchment areas in a
refugee camp.



1) Thematic analysis
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Thematic analyses are performed on a specific field of the
attribute table for the layer, whether textual or numerical.
 Variation of the graphical representation according to this attribute

ID Name Status Flow

1 XXXX Functional 420

2 XXXX Non-functional 500

3 XXXX Non-functional 260

4 XXXX Functional 400

5 XXXX Functional 540

Attribute table
(e.g. water points)

Symbology

Colour variation 
to indicate the status

Size variation 
to indicate the flow



1) Thematic analysis
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 Different colours 
to discern health 

areas

Source: MSF

https://geo.msf.org/catalogue/DOCID-275362461-692


1) Thematic analysis
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 Different colours to 
discern health 

accessibility

Source: WFP

https://reliefweb.int/map/somalia/somalia-physical-constraints-map-21-july-2022


1) Thematic analysis
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 Points of varying sizes to 
distinguish the number of 
population in each camp

Source: UNHCR

https://reliefweb.int/map/bangladesh/rohingya-refugee-responsebangladesh-rohingya-population-location-30-june-2022


1) Thematic analysis
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 Proportional circles 
representing the 
number of cases

 A colour gradient 
representing the % of 

new cases

Source: MSF

https://geo.msf.org/catalogue/DOCID-275362461-692


2) Spatial analysis
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Spatial analyses are performed on the geometry and
position of elements, as well as on their relationship with
other elements
 These analyses produce values, new elements

• Surface
• Length
• Coordinates
• Perimeters
• Distance between elements
• Buffers (buffer zone)
• Number of elements within 

another element
• …



2) Spatial analysis
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 Buffer zone of 200m 
around each water 

point

 Thematic analysis to 
distinguish functional 

points

Source: UNHCR

https://reliefweb.int/map/bangladesh/rohingya-refugee-responsebangladesh-rohingya-population-location-30-june-2022


2) Spatial analysis
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 Identification of 
latrines in flood zones
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Tools



GIS-related tools
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A galaxy of tools

GIS come with a galaxy of tools that are constantly evolving. An increasing number of traditional
tools are now capable of supporting geographic information (Excel, Power BI, Adobe Illustrator…)

To avoid getting lost, let us outline the main tools according to type. Said types are:

• Mobile data collection tools
The latter make it possible to collect data via mobile or tablet, and often to visualise and exchange it
with other platforms according to a common format.

• Mapping tools
These tools provide a simple visualisation of geographic data, and allow for the production of maps.

• GIS tools
As opposed to the previous ones, these more advanced tools are very comprehensive and allow for
advanced analyses to be carried out on the geographical components of data.

• Webmapping tools
These tools make it possible to manipulate and create maps online in a very simple way directly in a
web browser.



Mobile data collection tools
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Mobile data collection tools are very
diverse.

The tools can be

• Map-oriented
• They are used to collect more

advanced geographic data but
are content with few attributes.

• Forms-based
• Above all, they are used to collect

information, but include a
geographical component, even
as simple as a GPS coordinate so
as to then use this geographical
information.

« Classical » tool for 
navigation and data 

collect

Data collection tool for 
more advanced usage and 

linked to Esri tools.
Open source alternative: 

Qfield

Navigation tool that also
allows to collect points 
and gpx tracks. Other

similar tool: OSMTracker, 
Maps.Me

Open Source and mobile 
application for data field

data collection with
advanced forms



Mapping tools
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Mapping tools are basic and not always known. They are not GIS software
because they do not allow to carry out analyses and are more limited. They still
make it possible to manipulate geographical data and produce maps.

MAGRIT

Developed by the CNRS, this 
online tool makes it easy to 

produce thematic maps

http://magrit.cnrs.fr/modules
https://www.google.com/earth/ab

out/versions/#download-pro

Developed by the Google, 
this famous tool allow to 
visualize the globe with 

satellite imagery

http://magrit.cnrs.fr/modules
https://www.google.com/earth/about/versions/#download-pro


GIS tools
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GIS tools are more difficult to handle, but prove to be the most comprehensive
for manipulating geographic data. The two main software are: QGIS, which is
open and free, and ESRI suite software: ArcMap and ArcGIS Pro.

https://support.esri.com/en/downloads
https://www.qgis.org/en
/site/forusers/download

.html

Open Source GIS 
tool with large 

community

GIS Software part of 
the Esri tools

Lats version of GIS 
Software 

developped by Esri

https://support.esri.com/en/downloads
https://www.qgis.org/en/site/forusers/download.html


Webmapping tools
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Webmapping tools are the most
diverse and are evolving at
lightning speed. Every year a great
number of them reach the market
and it is sometimes difficult to
assess which are most suitable.

For a clearer picture of “turnkey”
webmapping tools, check out our
comparative analysis of online
interactive mapping solutions
for beginners.

Web tool to create
online custom maps
with OpenStreetMap

background

Platform for dynamic
map and participatory

mapping

Web tool for 
participatory and 

community mapping 
easy to access

Online mapping 
tool developped by 

Google

Online mapping 
tool for advanced
needs developed

by Esri

https://www.im-portal.org/analyse-comparative-des-solutions-de-carto-interactive-en-ligne-pour-debutants


Connecting formats and tools
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Examples of the use of GIS
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The battle against Malaria -
Burundi



GIS to fight Malaria
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Health context

Malaria : A fatal, mosquito-borne  (vector) disease, killing over 
620,000 people in 2020 (WHO).

The battle against Malaria
2 methods for the control of vector-borne diseases

• Use of insecticide-treated nets
• Insecticides for indoor residual spraying

Indoor Residual Spraying (IRS) 
This involves spraying the inside of houses, usually once or twice a year. However, in 
order to obtain significant community protection, a high level of coverage is required.
IRS provides community protection when at least 85% of homes in a targeted area are 
sprayed.



GIS to fight Malaria
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GIS support

• Planning support
Estimate as to the number of houses, distance to the health centre, accessibility, … 

• Navigational aid
to help field teams move around without forgetting any homes

• Coordination support
real-time monitoring of sprayed and untreated homes to ensure 85% coverage



GIS to fight Malaria
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In practice

The most up-to-date satellite image

Missing Maps activation to identify
all buildings in the area

Field spraying implementation

Collection tracking to achieve 85%
coverage



GIS to fight Malaria
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Results

97%
HOMES

60,530 
sprayed/62,370 

identified

94%
TOILETS

51,522 
sprayed/54,885 

identified

87%
ANIMAL SHELTERS

28,874 
sprayed/33,248 

identified

91%
PERSONS

286,938/315,465 
persons
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Coordination in camps - Bangladesh



GIS for coordination in the camps
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Background

The mega refugee camp in Bangladesh in 2018 

Lyon

503,000 inhabitants

Kutupalong

606,000 

inhabitants



GIS for coordination in the camps
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GIS support

• Navigational aid
to help field teams move around in such a huge camp without getting lost

• Planning support 
Population estimate, distribution of tents and infrastructure, risk assessment, … 



GIS for coordination in the camps
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In practice – Step 1: Map
In just a few months, the 
map is completed thanks 

to the Missing Maps 
Project and its partners.

Using recent satellite
images, volunteers
remotely digitise the
structural elements
(buildings, roads, water
lines, etc.)

On site, the teams
complete and specify this
information: type of
building, structure on
site…

https://www.missingmaps.org/


GIS for coordination in the camps
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In practice – Step 2: Analyse

Cross-reference of geographic
information with collected data to
estimate flood risk areas.



GIS for coordination in the camps
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In practice – Step 3: Perpetuate

AGOL map
+ 

ArcGIS Collector 

• Continuous update 
to add, edit, …

• Centralises 
information and 

makes it available
• Integrates data 

from other 
organisations

! Internet
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Before you start



Mapping …
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Collection of 
necessary 

information

Data cleansing

Processing / 
performing 

analyses

Data formatting

Map layout

Update

… takes time.

The workload for each of the steps varies

depending on the initial need:

• Big survey campaign or compilation of

different data sources

• Themes requiring further analyses

• Communication-/Advocacy-oriented map,

which must have a spotless finish

• …



Mapping …
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… requires special skills.

The tools and technologies used are 

different depending on the step but also 

according to the initial need:

• Static map 

• Dynamic map

• Dashboard

• Data Collection (MDC <> GIS)

• …

Is it worth training staff?

 One shot need, turn-over, cost, dedicated staff 

time, …



Mapping …
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… requires resources.

The resources required, whether human or 

material, are different depending on the 

initial need:

• Number of people needed for a massive 

collection

• Software licenses

• Computer equipment

• Logistics

• …

What means will you have to deploy to make 

this happen?



Changing needs
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From static maps

To web applications (Geoapp)

Simple visualisation applications

To advanced dashboards

• Interaction with the map

• Display of certain layers

• Zoom in/out

• Editing option
• Graphical analysis

• Print, Export
• Filters

• Offline access
• …
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